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If Seeing is Believing – Fullersta Gård Art Centre, Stockholm
November 11, 2017 – March 4, 2018
Curator
Contrary to what one might think, vision is no mere act of passive perception, but in fact a process of active
construction where previous experience, cultural identity and personality play a big part. If Seeing is Believing is a
group exhibition that is focused around the seemingly unconscious procedure of making images in our minds and the
mindful endeavour of creating images and work with optics, technique and media to understand and influence reality.
Some of the artists in the exhibition are interested in the biological process between the eye and the brain and the way
perception functions and plays into psychological processes. Others have an interest in the challenges that face us
today when it comes to making and interpreting images in media, advertisement and art. Further, some look at the
tradition of image making, which opens the issue on how culture influences the way we read images and create ideas
about what is real. Catalougue: If Seeing is Believing
Participating artists: Hynek Alt & Aleksandra Vajd (CZ), Lena Bergendahl (SE), Petra Cortright (US), Windy Fur Rundgren
(SE), Toril Johannessen (NO) and Mykola Ridnyi (UA).

Images: Lena Bergendahl, Toril Johannessen, Windy Fur Rundgren and Alexandra Vajd & Hynek Alt

CPR 2017 – The Baltic Sea (Estonia, Sweden, Norway, Denmark)
September-October, 2017
Project Manager, part of Selection Committee
Curatorial Program for Research (CPR) facilitates nomadic residency programs for curators focusing on one
geographical and cultural region for approximately three weeks. Previous editions have taken place in South America,
Mexico and Eastern Europe. Together with the Director of CPR, Carmen Ferreyra and three other curators I’ve
managed the program and selected the participants. We developed a tailor made experience for eight emerging and
establish curators who came to the Nordic Region in the autumn of 2017.
Four capitals connected by salt deprived cold seas. On the one hand a geographic area that could be described as a
corner of Europe, and on the other hand a region with a history of political and cultural extremes. Today, wealthy, less
remote and with more crossbred cultures, Scandinavian and Baltic countries are in no way exempt from the global
changes and conflicts of our time. Our hope is that curatorial residents will be equipped with unique knowledge about
this scarcely populated region where one can be surrounded by forest but also gaze far into the distance. We hope to
share both the endless woods and an archipelago where the sun has a protean relation to the skyline. We will primarily
travel by boat and train. This will also allow us to visit the two major Nordic biennales, Momentum in Moss, Norway
and GIBCA in Gothenburg, Sweden, as well as the young contemporary art biennial Photomonth in Tallinn.

The (Lone) and Only – Galería Ruby, Buenos Aires
July 15, 2017
Curator
Elin Magnusson - Act on Instinct (2013), 16 min
Roxy Farhat – I’m in Love/Zhala, 4 min
Catti Brandelius - The Suburban Indian / Förortsindianen (2012), 9 min
Jenny Palén – Spacerabbbit (2015) 23 min

The artists taking part in the video screening The (L)one and Only all reflects on the position of the individual in relation
to the collective. The protagonists in the stories are female and the collectives they are relating to, or refraining from,
aren’t organized political entities, but instead a general community of women, neighbours or the family. Groups offer
power, safety and a sense of meaning, but societies also forms norms that can be challenging to live up to.
The individual has a strong position in Swedish society, but statistics prove that we have problems with loneliness and
depression. Also often said to be the most progressive and equal country in the world, Sweden is still a site for
political, economical and cultural struggles. Endeavours for solidarity are more crucial than ever, as we are currently
experiencing cultural division, an increasing difference between poor and rich and new challenges for various groups in
society.
The (L)one and Only is a collection of works by Swedish artists, referring to experiences that are individual, specific to a
local context and being female. Concurrently the need for community is general and global and the selection is made
to evoke reflections beyond the contexts where the videos are produced and the artists’ biographical positions.

Elin Magnusson, still from Act on Instinct (2013)

Escaping Space – Fullersta Gård Art Centre, Stockholm
2016
Curator
This exhibition at Fullersta Gård shows work by eight artists who are interested in the rules that govern physical reality.
This is done by demonstrating its conditions and sometimes by suggesting ways out of the present moment. They
examine the possibility to move between real and imaginary places through the power of thought or sensory impulses.
Escaping Space contains videos, installations and paintings. Some of the works are direct and lures the visitor from the
exhibition space to a world created by the artist; a spatial illusion or an entire fantasy world. Some offer escapism
where the viewer gets to imagine an alternate reality, while others use sensory or aesthetic inducements to evoke
desire.
To mentally create places is a creative activity and an important part of an art experience. Alongside the visual arts this
ability also plays into the experience of watching a play, a film or to read a book. The capability to see beyond what is
presented before our eyes makes the experience stronger and a viewer or a reader is in this sense always a co-creator
of a work. Spaces that we partake in through stories by others are a kind of hybrids in which several notions and
fantasies intertwine.
Participating artists: Louise Blad (SE), Kah Bee Chow (MY/NZ), Paul Fägerskiöld (SE), Harp Dögg Kjartansdóttir (IS),
Katarina Nord (SE), Jenny Palén (SE), Maja Rohwetter (DE) and Aykan Safoğlu (TR). (Images: Katarina Nord, Kah Bee
Chow and Aykan Safoğlu)

IdentityLab (Sweden and Turkey)
2015-2016
Co-curator
This research project was initiated within the context of Tandem Exchange Program and developed into a number of
side projects including numerous public events and the release of a book. A key component of IdentityLab is its
experimental structure and organic progress that allowed it to take unforseen routes and connect more people.
A core team from Sweden and Turkey consisted of two curators and two artists that travelled together in the two
countries during the spring of 2016. Together they did research around identity and place while visiting some main
cities and more rural and periferial regions where minority groups are a core part of the population. The curators and
artists did readings together, visited people and heritage preserving organizations. Along the way a large number of
additional artist became involved in the project in one way or another.
As the project advanced and received more support, the core team organized a number of events with public activities
and workshops for invited artists. One of these occations was the two day seminar in Istanbul; IdentityLab Sessions,
that engaged a number of Swedish and Turkish artists. A later outcome was the book Between Places, edited by
Susanne Ewerlöf and Naz Cuguoğlu. All together the project enabled many artists to exchage ideas between them and
to show their work in new contexts. It also added new perspectives on discussions about identity, minorities, places
and artistic practices.
Between Places was released at Salt Galata in Istanbul in January 2017 and also exist as an e-book: Between Places

Becoming by Recalling – Linköping Passagen Konsthall
2015
Curator
The project was formulated around a number of notions regarding heritage and identity. It linked the activity of
preserving communal memories to the nation-state project as well as the personal endeavour of understanding one’s
place in the world or a given community. The making of heritage consists of many cultural acts and expressions and a
complex dynamic of memories and identities.
Twelve artists from the Nordic countries and Ukraine participated and showed installations, videos, sculptures and
public art work. Several artists produced new works for the exhibition and the show streched far beyond the art space.
Public works was also showed at a square in the city, at the city library and in the historical museum Gamla (Old)
Linköping.
A number of critical perspectives were presented in the exhibition. Sofia Hultin (SE) adressed the lack of lesbian stories
in the local art museum, Mykola Ridnyi (UKR) described the destruction of public art and cultural heritage in Ukraine,
Silje Figenschou Thoresen and Carola Grahn brought up issues relevant for the Samí community and the Fashion
collective This is Sweden presented a anti-racist project.
Besides the exhibition the project also consisted of a catalogue and a seminar.
Catalogue: Becoming by Recalling
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Norrköping Artist in Residence
2013-2015
Project Manager, Curator, Board Member, part of Selection Committee
During three years I was part in organizing a generous artist-in-residence-program in Norrköping, inviting international
artists interested in producing new art in relation to the city of Norrköping. The program offered board, travels, stipend
and a production fee. I worked closely with the visiting artist as a curator while also managing the program. We
produced a number of temporary works for public space, exhibitions and organized several public events.
Artusts in residence: Sindri Leifsson (IS), Unni Gjertsen (NO), Natasha Rosling (UK), Anna Hess (FR), Johanna Adebäck
(SE), Quynh Vantu (US), Vanja Sandell Billstöm (SE) and Vijai Patchineelam (BR). (Images Q Vantu and S Leifsson)

Acting in the City – Norrköping Art Museum
2013
Curator
Who is in charge of our urban space and who shapes our city? Acting in the City is based on an idea of the city being a
theatrical scene, where the citizens are the actors and creators. Streets and squares are venues for events and
meetings, actions or interactions are viewed as a role play. The particpating artists in Acting in the City each have their
own unique background. They focus on questions of space and human behaviour. The exhibition relates to both
specific local occurances and to those of other cities around the world.
The exhibition took place in the museum galleries as well as in public spaces. It streched beyond the city centre to
suburbs and rural areas. Ten artists were invited to produce new works in relation to the city and the theme of the
show. A number of them worked closely with citizens and civic actors. We engaged youths as guides and hosts during
the exhibition. I was the curator and main producer of the exhibition.
Participating artists: Johanna Adebäck (SE), Falah Alani (IQ), Catti Brandelius (SE), Ylva Ceder (SE), Carl Johan De Geer
(SE), Claudia Djabbari (IR/DE), Öyvind Fahlström (SE), Unni Gjertsen (NO), Jeppe Hein (DK), Fredric Ilmarson (SE), Matti
Kallioinen (SE), Martin Karlsson Tebus (SE), Gunilla Klingberg (SE), Local A.: Jenny Berntsson och Felice Hapetzeder
(SE), Carsten Nicolai (DE), Katarina Nitsch (SE), Stina Opitz (SE), Hans Rosenström (FI), Viktor Rosdahl (SE), Natasha
Rosling (UK), Albert Sjöström (SE), Erik Wessel-Fougstedt (SE) and Barbro Östlihn (SE).
Catalogue: Acting in the City
Images: This page: U Gjertsen, N Rosling. Next page: J Hein, K Nitsch, J Adebäck, Local A.

Med staden som scen (The City as Stage)
2011-2013

Med staden som scen (The City as Stage)
2011-2013
Project Manager
The Arts and Culture institutions of the city of Norrköping, Sweden celebrated their 100-year anniversary in 2013. I was
invited to manage their collaborative project Med staden som scen. It occupied me for two years while I was planning
and executing seven side projects, all relation to the idea to consider the city as a stage. Conceptually it was closly
related to the art exhibition Acting in the City, that I curated parallelly, but Med staden som scen had a stronger focus
on participation and was aimed at children and youths. It reached thousands of people and was executed in
collaborations between five arts and culture institutions, the civic society, schools, local buisnesses and artists.
Among the activities, that all took place during the second half of 2013, there was a performance festival, workshops,
art projects, seminars and a parade.

	
  

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  
	
  
	
  

Studio H – Norrköping Art Museum
2011-2013
Project Manager, Curator
In 2011 I was invited by the Museum Director of Norrköping Art Museum to create a platform for art and experimental
projects that could engage a young audience. Together with a voluntary team of 16-25 year olds that I assembled, we
analysed the situation at the museum and realised that it needed to become much more active. We also wanted to
invite art forms outside the field of traditional visual arts and made projects around Fashion, Games, Crafts and Sound.
We engaged professionals from various fields, prominent researchers and talented young amateurs to present work
during events that lasted 2-7 days. We presented art interactive art installations, lectures, workshops, fashion shows,
dance performances an Electro Acoustic Café and much more. The activities were very social and became a platform
where local youths had a chance to meet professional artists and designers. The project also managed to stir new
discussion among the museum staff and core audience groups.
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Verkstad konsthall, Norrköping, Sweden
2009-2016
Founder, Director, Curator, Board member
Functioning as an alternative art space in the small Swedish city Norrköping, Verkstad konsthall has
presented art projects in the form of exhibitions, performances, process-based art, installations and actions
since 2009.
In relation to the place, its inhabitants and especially a younger audience Verkstad is a meeting place and a
site for conversations and art experiences. We have invited a great number of Swedish and international
artists to develop new projects that considers the space, the local specificity or the physical aspects of the
city. I have curated approximately 20 exhibitions and events over the years and was the Director between
2009-2010 and 2014-2016. Currently I hold a position on the board.
The organization is non-for-profit and is supported by the Municipality of Norrköping and The Swedish Art
Council. More information: www.verkstadkonst.se
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Curriculum Vitae
Susanne Ewerlöf
EDUCATION
2017-2018
MRes Curatorial Knowledge, Goldsmiths University of London
2016
Master of Arts, Culture and Media Production, Linköping University, 120 ECTS
2010
Bachelor of Arts, Culture, Society and Media Production, Linköping University, 180 ECTS
2004-2006
Birkagården Art School, Stockholm. 2-year program
2005
Art Criticism, Södertörns College, 7,5 ECTS
2003
Art History, Stockholm University, 60 ECTS,
WORK
2015- on-going
Curator, Audience Development
Fullersta Gård Art Centre, Huddinge/Stockholm
2009-2010, 2014-2016
Founding Director and Curator
Verkstad konsthall, Norrköping
2014-2015
Curator and Project Manager
Norrköping Air, Artist in Residence Programme
2012-2013
Curator and Project Manager
Norrköpings Art Museum
2010-2012
Program Coordinator
Norrköpings Art Museum
PROJECTS (selection)
2017
Curator
If Seeing is Believing
Fullersta Gård Huddinge/Stockholm
Exhibition with works by: Lena Bergendahl (SE), Petra Cortright (US), Toril Johannessen (NO), Windy Fur
Rundgren (SE), Mykola Ridnyi (UA)Aleksandra Vajd (SI) & Hynek Alt (CZ)

Curator
The (L)one and Only | July 15
Gallería Ruby, Buenos Aires
Video Screening with works by Elin Magnusson, Jenny Palén and Catti Brandelius. In the context of the
exhibition PintorAs, curated by Carmen Ferreyra.
Project Manager
CPR 2017 : Baltic Sea | September - October
Tallin, Stockholm, Oslo, Malmö and Copenhagen
Curatorial Program for Research (CPR) is a residency format for curators exploring various local art scenes in
the world. The Baltic Sea edition brought a group of eight curators to a number of cities in the Baltic/Nordic
region to meet representatives of institutions and local artists.
2016
Curator
Escaping Space
Fullersta Gård, Huddinge/Stockholm
Exhibition with works by: Louise Blad (SE), Kah Bee Chow (MY/NZ), Paul Fägerskiöld (SE), Harp Dögg
Kjartansdóttir (IS), Katarina Nord (SE), Jenny Palén (SE), Maja Rohwetter (DE) and Aykan Safoğlu (TR).
Curator
IdentityLab Sessions
A two -day art event at Depo, Galata Greek School and the Swedish Consulate General in Istanbul.
Participating Artists: Fikret Atay, Nancy Atakan, Hera Büyüktaşçıyan, Elmas Deniz, Işıl Eğrikavuk, Katarina
Pirak Sikku, Liv Strand, Can Sungu, Lisa Torell, Ferhat Özgür.
2015
Curator
Becoming by Recalling
Passagen Konsthall, Linköping
Exhibition with works by: Roxy Farhat (IR/SE), Silje Figenschou Thoresen (NO) Carola Grahn (SE), Sasha
Huber (FI) Sofia Hultin (SE), Ingela Ihrman (SE), Martin Karlsson Tebus (SE), David Larsson (SE), Elin
Magnusson (SE), Mykola Rydnyi (UA), This is Sweden (SE), Mattias Åkeson (SE)
Assisting Curator
The Fugue - OuUnPo Research Session XIV STOCKHOLM, an international art festival, which took place at
venues such as Bonniers Konsthall, Dansmuseet and IASPIS.
2013
Curator
Acting in the City – Centennial Exhibition of Norrköping Art Museum
Norrköping Art Museum and public spaces in Norrköping
Exhibition with works by: hanna Adebäck (SE), Falah Alani (IQ), Catti Brandelius (SE), Ylva Ceder (SE), Carl
Johan De Geer (SE), Claudia Djabbari (IR/DE), Öyvind Fahlström (SE), Unni Gjertsen (NO), Jeppe Hein
(DK), Fredric Ilmarson (SE), Matti Kallioinen (SE), Martin Karlsson Tebus (SE), Gunilla Klingberg (SE), Local
A.: Jenny Berntsson och Felice Hapetzeder (SE), Carsten Nicolai (DE), Katarina Nitsch (SE), Stina Opitz (SE),
Hans Rosenström (FI), Viktor Rosdahl (SE), Natasha Rosling (UK), Albert Sjöström (SE), Erik WesselFougstedt (SE) and Barbro Östlihn (SE).

Project Manager
Med staden som scen | Norrköping Arts Institutions’ centennial celebration
2010-2012
STUDIO H | A temporary project space at Norrköping Art Museum
I founded Studio H, a project space for trans disciplinary events aimed towards youths and young adults
TEACHING, LECTURES AND SEMINARS (selection)
2017
Moderator
Artist talk with Quynh Vantu (US) at Hedmark Museum in Hamar, Norway
2016
Panel Member
Konsten, staden, innevånarna. (The Art, the City, the Residents) at Södertörn University.
Curator
Exchanging Notes. A series of international seminars in Norrköping arranged in collaboration with Iaspis,
maumau Art Residency (TUR) and Norrköping Art Museum.
Part I - Seminar on Artistic Production in relation to Identity consisted of workshops, discussions and a
lecture and engaged the following artists: Fikret Atay (TUR), Liv Strand, Silje Figenschou Toresen (NO), Can
Sungu (TUR) Mattias Åkeson, Annika Kupiainen, Babak Salimizadeh (IR), Marcus Doverud, Elin Magnusson,
Lisa Torell, David Larsson, Erik Berggren (Curator, Museum of Forgetting), Bodil Axelsson (Researcher, LiU)
Part II & III TBA
2015
Main Teacher/Lecturer, Art and Cultural Management in Public Space, 7,5 ECTS
Linköping University
Co-Curator of the seminar INTERFACES III: Becoming by Recalling. Seminar arranged in collaboration with
Passagen Konsthall and ACSIS/Linköping University
Guest lecturer for the course ”Entrepreneurship for cultural workers 15 ESTC”, Linköping University
Lecture on ”New takes on Heritage and Identity”. At the conference ”Kulturarvsdagarna”, arranged by
Östergötlands Museum
2014
Guest lecturer at the Master Program ”Culture, Society and Media”, Linköping University
PUBLISHED TEXTS:
2017
If Seeing is Believing | Exhibition Catalog, editor and writer of exhibition essay
Contributors: Prof Martin Jay and Windy Fur Rundgren
2016
Between Places | Self-published book, co-edited with Naz Cuguoğlu
Contributors: Fikret Atay, Hera Büyüktaşçıyan, Ferhat Özgür, Katarina Pirak Sikku, Liv Strand, Can Sungu
and Lisa Torell

Exhibition text for Elin Magnusson's solo exhibition Skogen behöver att jag ser den at NAU Gallery in
Stockholm.
Essay Idén om en plats (The idea of a Place) in the publication/artist book En guide till Skärblacka (A guide to
Skärblacka) by the artist Petra Rahm.
2015
A certain Sense of place Exhibition Essay for Sindri Leifsson's soloshow Exi(t), produced by Verkstad konsthall
in the context of Norrköping Air
Becoming by Recalling May 23 – August 9. I am the editor for the exhibition catalogue with texts in Swedish
and English and the writer of the exhibition essay. ISBN 978-91-637-8820-8
Co-editor and writer Rum för konst 9-15, a book about Verkstad Art Space. ISBN 978-91-980725-7-0
2014
Public Art Agency, text about the art collection at SLU, The Agricultural University, Uppsala
2013
Writer for Följeslagaren (The Companion Guide) a book about the art collection at Norrköping Art Museum.
Acting in The City, Writer of the Exhibition Essay in the Exhibition Catalogue. ISBN 978-91-88244-34-5 2013
Art Island, Local A. Writer of the text ”Arriving in Skärblacka”/ ISBN 978-91-637-3258- 4
RESIDENCIES AND GRANTS:
2017
Grant from Helge Ax:son Johnssons stiftelse
Grant from Längmanska Kulturstiftelsen
Stockholm Stad utvecklingsstöd för Curatorial Program for Research
2016
Participant of the Curatorial Program for Research 2016: Eastern Europe. A fully funded research scholarship
including travels to Kiev, Prague and Warsaw in September 2016.
Seed funding from the Swedish Institute's Creative Force program for the project IdentityLab Sessions which
takes place in Istanbul May 20-21 2016.
2015
Grant from Helge Ax:son Johnssons stiftelse
Grant from Claes och Greta Lagerfelts stiftelse (for Verkstad konsthall)
Gertrude och Ivar Philipssons Foundation. Stipend for a study visit to New York in August 2015.
Residency Unlimited, NYC, 1-month residency (August 2015)
Seed funding from the Swedish Institute's Creative Force program. Includes a travel grant for a research trip to
Ukraine (Kiev and Kharkiv in September 2015)
Selected for the Tandem Turkey exchange program for Cultural Managers 2015-2016
Kulturrådet (Swedish Arts’ Council), Project Grant for Becoming by Recalling

2014
Armkroksresa. Visit in New York and participation in Museum Camp at Santa Cruz Museum of Art and
History. A 5-day course on measuring social impact. Grant from the Swedish Exhibition Agency
(Riksutställningar)
2012
Series of research trips: Norway (Oslo, Bergen and Stavanger), Copenhagen and London. Grant from the
Nordic Culture Point for Acting in the City, Norrköping Art Museum.
2011
Linköpings University. Norrköping Municipality Grant

